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Multicomponent correlation functions are developed by utilizingd-outcome measurements. Based on mul-
ticomponent correlation functions, we propose a Bell inequality for bipartited-dimensional systems. Violation
of the Bell inequality for continuous-variablesCVd systems is investigated. The violation of maximally en-
tangled states can exceed the Cirel’son bound; the maximal violation is 2.969 81. For finite values of the
squeezing parameter, the violation strength of CV states increases with dimensiond. Numerical results show
that the violation strength of CV states with finite squeezing parameters is stronger than that of maximally
entangled states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In their famous paper of 1935f1g, Einstein, Podolsky, and
RosensEPRd questioned the completeness of quantum me-
chanics, based on a gedanken experiment involving the po-
sition and momentum of two entangled particles. Einstein
believed that there must be elements of reality that quantum
mechanics ignores. It is argued that the incomplete descrip-
tion could be avoided by postulating the presence of hidden
variables that permit deterministic predictions for micro-
scopic events. Furthermore, hidden variables could eliminate
concerns for nonlocality. For a long time, the EPR argument
remained a philosophical problem at the foundation of quan-
tum mechanics. In 1964, Bell made an important step for-
ward by considering a version based on the entanglement of
spin-1/2 particles introduced by Bohm. Bellf2g showed that
the assumption of local realism had experimental conse-
quences, and was not simply an appealing world view. In
particular, local realism implies constraints on the statistics
of two or more physically separated systems. These con-
straints, called Bell inequalities, can be violated by the sta-
tistical predictions of quantum mechanics.

Although most of the concepts in quantum-information
theory were initially developed for quantum systems with
discrete variables, many quantum-information protocols of
continuous variables have also been proposedf3g. In recent
years, quantum nonlocality for position-momentum variables
associated with the original EPR states has attracted much
attention. The original EPR state is a common eigenstate of
the relative positionx̂1− x̂2 and the total linear momentum
p̂1+ p̂2 and can be expressed as ad function:

Csx1,x2d =E
−`

`

es2pi/"dsx1−x2+x0dpdp. s1d

It is important to choose the appropriate type of observables
for testing nonlocality for a given state. Bell presented a

local realistic model for position and momentum measure-
ments based on spin-1/2 particles. He also argued that the
original EPR state would not exhibit nonlocal effects since
the Wigner function representation of the original EPR state
is positive everywhere and therefore admits a local hidden-
variable model. Recently, Banaszek and Wódkiewiczf4g in-
voked the notion of parity as the measurement operator and
interpreted the Wigner function as a correlation function for
these parity measurements. They then showed that the EPR
state and the two-mode squeezed vacuum state do not have a
local realistic description in the sense that they violate Bell
inequalities such as the Clauser and Horne inequalityf5g and
the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-HoltsCHSHd f6g inequality.
The starting point of the demonstration inf4g is that the
two-mode Wigner function can be interpreted as a correlation
function for the joint measurement of the parity operator. In
the limit r →`, when the original EPR state is recovered, a
significant violation of Bell inequality takes place; however,
the violation is not very strong. To avoid the unsatisfactory
feature, Chenet al. f7g introduced “pseudospin” operators
based on parity, due to the fact that the degree of quantum
nonlocality that we can uncover crucially depends not only
on the given quantum state but also on the “Bell operator”
f8g. From Ref.f7g, the violation of the CHSH inequality for
the original EPR state can reach the Cirel’son bound 2Î2.

In this paper, we propose a Bell inequality, which is based
on multicomponent correlation functions, for bipartite sys-
tems by utilizingd-outcome measurements. We then investi-
gate violation of the inequality for continuous-variablesCVd
systems. Due to the consideredd-outcome measurements,
violation of maximally entangled states can exceed
Cirel’son’s bound; the maximal violation is 2.969 81. The
CV case with finite value of the squeezing parameter is also
studied. The violation strength of CV states with finite
squeezing parameter is stronger than that of maximally en-
tangled states.

II. BELL INEQUALITY FOR MULTICOMPONENT
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

We consider a Bell-type scenario: two space-separated ob-
servers, denoted by Alice and Bob, measure two different
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local observables ofd outcomes, labeled by0,1, . . . ,N s=d
−1d. We denote byXi the observable measured by partyX
and byxi the outcome withX=A,B sx=a,bd. If the observers
decide to measureA1,B2, the result iss0,4d with probability
Psa1=0,b2=4d. Then let us introduced N-dimensional unit
vectors

v0 = s1,0,0,0, . . . ,0,0d,

v1 = S−
1

N
,
ÎN2 − 1

N
,0,0, . . . ,0,0D ,

v2 = S−
1

N
,−

1

N
ÎsN + 1dN

NsN − 1d
,
N − 2

N

3Î sN + 1dN
sN − 1dsN − 2d

,0, . . . ,0,0D ,

A

vN−1 = S−
1

N
,−

1

N
ÎsN + 1dN

NsN − 1d
,−

1

N
Î sN + 1dN

sN − 1dsN − 2d
, . . . ,

−
1

N
ÎsN + 1dN

3 3 2
,
1

N
ÎsN + 1dN

2 3 1
D ,

vN = S−
1

N
,−

1

N
ÎsN + 1dN

NsN − 1d
,−

1

N
Î sN + 1dN

sN − 1dsN − 2d
, . . . ,

−
1

N
ÎsN + 1dN

3 3 2
,−

1

N
ÎsN + 1dN

2 3 1
D . s2d

Thesed vectors satisfy the following properties:

sid o
j=0

N

v j = 0,

sii d v j ·vk ; −
1

N
s j Þ kd. s3d

For d=2, there are just two variablessi.e., v0=1,v1=−1d
obtained from a measurement. If the measured result of Alice
is m, and Bob’s result isn swherem andn are less thanNd,
we then use a vectorvm+n for the correlation between Alice
and Bob fvm+n understood asvt, where t=sm+nd mod dg.
Based on this, we now construct multicomponent correlation
functions

QW i j = o
m,n

vm+nPsai = m,bj = nd = o
t=0

d

vtPsm+ n = td, s4d

wherePsai =m,bj =nd is the joint probability ofai obtaining

outcome m and bj obtaining outcome n, and QW i j

=sQij
s0d ,Qij

s1d ,Qij
s2d , . . . ,Qij

sN−1dd, whereQij
skd represents thekth

component of the vector correlation functionQW i j .
We now define a Bell quantity for the multicomponent

correlation functions,

Bd = Bs0d +ÎNsN − 1d
sN + 1dN

Bs1d +ÎsN − 1dsN − 2d
sN + 1dN

Bs2d + ¯

+Î 2 · 1

sN + 1dN
BsN−1d = o

k=0

N−1ÎsN + 1 −kdsN − kd
sN + 1dN

Bskd

s5d

where

Bs0d = Q11
s0d + Q12

s0d − Q21
s0d + Q22

s0d,

Bskd = Q11
skd − Q12

skd − Q21
skd + Q22

skd sk Þ 0d. s6d

Any local realistic description of the previous gedanken ex-
periment imposes the following inequality:

− 2Sd2d + s1 − d2dd
d + 1

d − 1
D ø Bd ø 2. s7d

Obviously, this inequality reduces to the usual CHSH in-
equality ford=2.

The quantum prediction for the joint probability reads

PQMsai = m,bj = nd = kcuP̂sai = md ^ P̂sbj = nducl s8d

wherei , j =1,2,m,n=0, . . . ,N, P̂sai =md=UA
†umlkmuUA is the

projector of Alice for theith measurement, andP̂sbj =nd is
defined similarly.

It is well known that the two-mode squeezed vacuum
state can be generated in a nondegenerate optical parametric
amplifier sNOPAd f9g as

uNOPAl = ersa1
†a2

†−a1a2du00l = o
n=0

`
stanhrdn

coshr
unnl, s9d

where r .0 is the squeezing parameter andunnl;unl1
^ unl2=s1/n!dsa1

†dnsa2
†dnu00l. The NOPA statesuNOPAl can

also be written asf4g

uNOPAl = Î1 − tanh2 r E dqE dq8gsq,q8;tanhrduqq8l,

where gsq,q8 ;xd;f1/Îps1−x2dgexpf−sq2+q82−2qq8xd
/2s1−x2dg and uqq8l;uql1 ^ uq8l2, with uql being the usual
eigenstate of the position operator. Since limx→1gsq,q8 ;xd
=dsq−q8d, one has limr→`edqedq8gsq,q8 ; tanhrduqq8l
=edquqql= uEPRl, which is just the original EPR state. Thus,
in the infinite squeezing limit,uuNOPAlur→` becomes the
original, normalized EPR state. Following Brukneret al.
f10g, we can map the two-mode squeezed state onto a
d-dimensional pure state:

ucdl =
sechr

Î1 − tanh2d r
o
n=0

d−1

stanhrdnunnl. s10d

If the measurement result of Alice ism photons, and Bob’s
result is n photons, we then ascribe a vectorvm+n for the
correlation between Alice and Bob. AndPsai =m,bj =nd is
the joint probability ofai obtainingm photons andbj obtain-
ing n photons. More precisely, for the two-mode squeezed
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state one obtains the following joint probability:

PQMsai = m,bj = nd = kcduP̂sai = md ^ P̂sbj = nducdl.

s11d

III. SOME EXAMPLES

For d=3, we have three outcomesv0=s1,0d, v1

=s−1/2,Î3/2d, v2=s−1/2,−Î3/2d. Accordingly the NOPA
state is divided into three groups, namely,

uNOPAl =
1

coshr
o
n=0

`

stanh3n r u3nlu3nl + tanh3n+1 r u3n + 1lu3n

+ 1l + tanh3n+2 r u3n + 2lu3n + 2ld. s12d

The two-component correlation functions depend on the
quantum version of the joint probabilities,

PQMsai = m,bj = nd = kNOPAuP̂sai = md ^ P̂sbj = nduNOPAl.

s13d

The local realistic description imposes −4øBø2. Numeri-
cal results show thatBd=3sr =1.4068d.2.906 38; Bd=3sr
→`d=4/s6Î3−9d.2.872 93. ForBd=3sr →`d, the four op-
timal two-component quantum correlations read

QW 11 = QW 22 = QW 12
* = S2Î3 + 1

6
,−

2 −Î3

6
D ,

QW 21 = S−
1

3
,−

2

3
D ,

uQW i j u = ÎsQij
x d2 + sQij

y d2 =
Î5

3
. s14d

One thing worth noting is that one can treat those three two-
dimensional vectors in terms of complex numbers, namely,
v0=1, v1=v, and v2=v2 for simplicity, where v
=expfi2p /3g. Now the Bell inequality becomesf11g

− 4 ø RefQ11 + Q12 − Q21 + Q22g

+
1
Î3

ImfQ11 − Q12 − Q21 + Q22g ø 2. s15d

In this sense, we can check that the generalized “parity”
operator svdn̂ is different from the usual parity operator
s−1dn̂. The two-component correlation function also reads

Qij = kNOPAuUA
†

^ UB
†svdn̂a+n̂bUA ^ UBuNOPAl s16d

whereUA,B are generally Us3d transformations, and we can
sufficiently take them as the products of three spin-coherent
operators:

UA = ej3Û+−j3
* Û−ej2V̂+−j2

* V̂−ej1Î+−j1
* Î−

wherej j =su j /2de−iw j. fActually, the phasesw j can be set to
be zero, since they do not affect the maximal violation.

HenceUA,B is a SOs3d rotation.g Î±, Û±, andV̂± are pseudo-
sus3d-spin operators which can be realized by the Fock states
as

Î+ = o
n=0

`

u3nlk3n + 1u, Î− = o
n=0

`

u3n + 1lk3nu,

Î z =
1

2
su3nlk3nu − u3n + 1lk3n + 1ud,

Û+ = o
n=0

`

u3n + 1lk3n + 2u, Û− = o
n=0

`

u3n + 2lk3n + 1u,

Ûz =
1

2
su3n + 1lk3n + 1u − u3n + 2lk3n + 2ud

V̂+ = o
n=0

`

u3nlk3n + 2u, V̂− = o
n=0

`

u3n + 2lk3nu,

V̂z =
1

2
su3nlk3nu − u3n + 2lk3n + 2ud.

The operatorshÎ± , Î zj, hÛ± ,Ûzj, and hV̂± ,V̂zj form three

SUs2d groups, respectively, andhÎ± ,Û± ,V̂± , Î z,sÛz+V̂zd /Î3j
forms a SUs3d group.

We can similiarly getBdsr =finite valued and Bdsr →`d
with different d. We list them partly in Table I. Obviously,
the degree of the violation increases with dimensiond, and
the violation strength of CV states with a finite squeezing
parameter is stronger than that of maximally entangled
states. When the squeezing parameter goes to infinity, i.e.,
the original EPR state is obtained, we can find the bound of
the violation of the multicomponent correlation function Bell
inequality f12g,

TABLE I. Violation of multicomponent Bell inequality foruNOPAl and uMEl states with differentd.

kBdl d=5 d=10 d=15 d=20 d=25

ME 2.910 55 2.939 8 2.949 73 2.954 73 2.957 7

NOPA 2.988 6 3.038 42 3.068 36 3.082 73 3.089 32

r s1.446 14d s1.720 82d s1.836 6d s1.965 62d s2.073 77d
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lim
d→`

Bdsr → `d = lim
d→`

4d o
k=0

fd/2g−1 S1 −
2k

d − 1
D

31 1

2d3 sin2FpSk +
1

4
D/dG

−
1

2d3 sin2FpS− k − 1 +
1

4
D/dG2

=
2

p2o
k=0

` S 1

sk + 1/4d2 −
1

sk + 3/4d2D . 2.969 81.

s17d

It is interesting to note that forBdsr →`d, the four optimal
multicomponent quantum correlations share the same mod-

ule: uQW i j u=Îs2d−1d /3d. When d tends to infinity, uQW i j u
=Î2/3. However, we do not have an analytical way to find a
bound for violation with a finite squeezing parameter. For
this case, what we do is draw a graph to see the variation of

Bdsr =finite valued with increasing dimensionssee Fig. 1d.
We calculate the maximal quantum violation for CV states
with different d. The greater the dimension, the more diffi-
cult it is to find a maximal violation. Hence the violation
strength points we get are fordø330. With these values, it is
easy to see that the violation increases slowly with increasing
d; which means that there exists a limit for quantum viola-
tion whend goes to infinity. Until now, we do not have an
exact value of the limit. We use software, to find the expres-
sion that describes the curve in Fig. 1,

B = 3.128 85 − 1.065 35/d + 2.131 22/d2 − 2.192 62e−d.

s18d

When d→`, the quantum violationsBd goes to 3.128 85.
Hence, this value can be thought of as an approximate vio-
lation limit for CV states with finite squeezing parameter.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we construct multicomponent correlation
functions based ond-outcome measurements. A Bell inequal-
ity for bipartite d-dimensional systems is developed accord-
ingly. We then investigate violation of such Bell inequalities
for the continuous-variable case. The degree of the violation
increases with dimensiond, and the limit of the violation of
maximally entangled states is found to be 2.969 81, which
exceeds the Cirel’son bound. The reason for this is due to the
fact that we considerds.2d-outcome measurements. Nu-
merical results show that the violation strength of CV states
with finite squeezing parameter is stronger than that of maxi-
mally entangled states.

Note added. We learned recently of a similar result ob-
tained in Ref. 13, which is based on the Collins-Gisin-
Linden-Massar-Popescu inequalityf12g.
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